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KATHERINE ANNE PORTER’S EARLY STORIES:
SUCCESSFUL NARRATORS AND UNSUCCESSFUL
CHARACTERS

Philip Page
California State University, San Bernardino

Despite the revealing scholarship on the thematic and emotional
content of Katherine Anne Porter’s fiction,1 insufficient attention has
been paid to its narration. In nine of the ten stories in Flowering Judas,
her first published volume (“Maria Concepcion,” “Virgin Violeta,”
“The Martyr,” “Rope,” “He,” “Theft,” “That Tree,” “The Jilting of
Granny Weatherall,” and “Flowering Judas”2), the narrators are very
similar.
These third-person narrators are notable for two
characteristics: their authority and their determination. These
characteristics provide them with all the powers they need to tell their
stories without hesitation, ambiguity, or uncertainty. Such consistency
among an author’s narrators is not surprising, nor is it surprising that
the stories’ protagonists share many qualities, as the previously cited
studies have shown. But I shall attempt to demonstrate that the
narrators and the protagonists are remarkably similar to each other.
Like the narrators, the protagonists are determined and willful and, for
characters, possess unusual power. Despite such strengths, the
protagonists generally fail in their struggles to achieve order and
balance, whereas the narrators, not forced to deal with the exigencies of
life in Porter’s harsh fictional world, succeed in their task of narration.
Narrative theorists suggest that the authority of narrators derives
from several attributes. Seymour Chatman restricts the use of the term
to the narrator’s power to know characters’ thoughts (212), which
echoes Wayne Booth’s dictum that a narrator’s “most important single
privilege is that of obtaining an inside view of another character” (160).
A second source of narrator authority, related to the first, is overlapping
between the narrator and the implied author, on the one hand, and the
narrator and the characters on the other. Booth defines narratorial
reliability as “when [the narrator] speaks for or acts in accordance with
the norms of the work (which is to say, the implied author’s norms)”
(158); Scholes and Kellogg imply a similarly heightened authority in
their reference to the near unity among artist, narrator, and protagonist
in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises (269); and Chatman describes the
narrator’s increased authority when he or she is in such “unusual
affinity” with a character that statements may be attributed to either
(207). Also relevant here is Schlomith Rimmon-Kenan’s discussion of
narratorial unreliability. In his view, narrators appear unreliable when
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they lack knowledge, they are personally involved in the story, their
value-scheme differs from the implied author’s, the outcome proves
them wrong, their views clash with the characters’, or their language
has contradictions or incongruities (100-102). This list suggests a third
major source of narratorial power: single-mindedness of purpose. If a
narrator engages in other functions besides simply telling the story
(Genette 255-256), he or she is likely to become personally involved, to
develop distinctive value-schemes, to make predictions, or to be
contradictory.
On all these criteria, Porter’s narrators in Flowering Judas have
extraordinary authority. Their authority is expressed through their
exceptional powers of reporting both external events and characters’
thoughts and feelings.
When they are outside characters’
consciousnesses, they describe events with an unflinching gaze using
the crystalline prose for which Porter is justly renowned. More
astonishing is the combination of this external lucidity with the
narrators’ ability to convey characters’ internal states. In “Virgin
Violeta,” “He,” and “Theft,” the narration smoothly blends external
occurrences with one character’s reflections and concerns about them.
This technique is radically extended in “The Jilting of Granny
Weatherall” where the narrator floats between the depths of Granny’s
wandering mind and its attempts to interact with others.
But these narrators exhibit even greater authority since they usually
have access to more than one character’s consciousness. The shift to
the guest’s perspective at the end of the journalist’s monologue in
“That Tree” is one example. Another is the occasional glimpse into
Braggioni’s mind in “Flowering Judas,” which otherwise is limited to
Laura’s mind. But this power is best illustrated by “Maria Concepcion”
and “Rope.” In the former, Porter’s first published story, the narrator
has the power of reading the minds of all the characters except Maria
Rosa: Maria Concepcion, her husband Juan, the old lady Lupe, the
archaeologist Givens, and even the groups of villagers and gendarmes.
The narrator not only can report all these consciousnesses but moves
fluidly in and out of them. For example, she describes, externally, how
the village men worked for Givens: “Nearly all of the men of the
community worked for Givens, helping him to uncover the lost city of
their ancestors” (CS 6).3 But in the following sentence the narrator
crosses, almost imperceptibly, into their thoughts: “They worked all
the year through and prospered, digging every day for those small clay
heads and bits of pottery and fragments of painted walls for which there
was no good use on earth, being all broken and encrusted with clay"
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(my emphasis). This internal free style continues for the next two
sentences: “They themselves could make better ones, perfectly stout
and new, which they took to town and peddled to foreigners for real
money. But the unearthly delight of the chief in finding these worn-out
things was an endless puzzle.” Because the narrator slides so easily
into the villagers’ consciousness, almost without the reader’s
awareness, her power is enhanced, and the impression is created that
she can report, internally and externally, whatever and wherever she
needs to.
In “Rope,” Porter uses indirect free style to blur the line between
dialogue and characters’ thoughts and thereby to accentuate the
narrator’s power. The story is a composite of the narrator’s external
observations, the couple’s dialogue, and their thoughts; but instead of
following the convention of clearly separating these types of narration,
Porter juxtaposes them without obvious markers, such as quotation
marks for the dialogue. This extended use of indirect free style, more
specifically of a version of that style which Chatman identifies as
“narrative report” (203), sheds light on Porter’s narrative method
throughout the volume. The narrator’s focus in “Rope” on the overlap
between characters’ thoughts, characters’ words, and the narrator’s
reporting reveals that Porter is concerned about such problems and
makes explicit the power of her narrators to know their characters’
thoughts and the external actions in their stories and to present
forcefully whatever of both they need to convey the truth of the story.
The narrators’ powers are further illustrated by their ability to
report the unusual states of the characters, when they are not their
normal selves, are in some way outside themselves, or are responding
subconsciously. In her essay on Eudora Welty, Porter describes such
states as “the internal voiceless life of the human imagination” (CE
289). The most thorough treatment of this mode occurs in “The Jilting
of Granny Weatherall” in which Granny’s mind flits in and out of
consciousness. The narrator effortlessly follows the twists and turns of
her mind and moves freely back and forth between it and external
events, so that the result is a seamless text. Similarly, at the end of
“Flowering Judas” the narrator—after delineating Laura’s routine, her
values, and her conscious thoughts—shifts smoothly into her halfconscious stream of consciousness in the penultimate paragraph, and
then continues, with no hesitation or apparent difficulty, with Laura’s
revelatory dream.
The narrators of other stories also have access to the deepest levels
of characters’ beings. In “Maria Concepcion” this mode occurs several
times, first when Maria sees Juan and Maria Rosa intimately together:
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“Maria Concepcion did not stir nor breathe for some seconds. Her
forehead was cold, and yet boiling water seemed to be pouring slowly
along her spine” (CS 5). When Maria re-emerges into normal
consciousness, the narrator explicitly calls attention to Maria’s altered
state: “Maria Concepcion came out of the heavy cloud which
enwrapped her head and bound her throat, and found herself walking
onward, keeping the road without knowing it, feeling her way
delicately...” (CS 6). The most dramatic moment of the story, when
Maria Concepcion “decides” to kill Maria Rosa, also reveals Maria
Concepcion’s instinctive nature and, again, the narrator’s power to
describe it. On her usual way to the market, at first she loses
consciousness: “She ran with a crazy panic in her head, her stumbling
legs” (CS 13), but then, strangely, she “came to her senses completely”
and realized that she was going to commit the murder. It is strange for
the narrator to say that she has come to her senses, for the rest of that
paragraph describes a trance-like state in which she hardly seems
conscious: “She jerked with the involuntary recoil of one who receives
a blow” (my emphasis), she “sat there in deadly silence and
immobility,” and “All her being was a dark, confused memory of grief
burning in her at night.” If she has indeed come to her senses, they are
not her normal ones but those of her “internal voiceless life.”
Other characters experience similar states. Also in “Maria
Concepcion,” when Juan is awakened by Maria after the murder (CS
14) he “awakened slowly,” and as he does so the sensory and mental
confusion in his semi-conscious state resembles Laura’s halfconsciousness just before her dream. And at the end of the story,
Maria, now peaceful, lapses into a similar semi-conscious, semi
unconscious absorption of her whole self:
The night, the earth under her, seemed to swell and recede
together with a limitless, unhurried, benign breathing. She
dropped and closed her eyes, feeling the slow rise and fall
within her own body. She did not know what it was, but it
eased her all through. Even as she was falling asleep, head
bowed over the child, she was still aware of a strange,
wakeful happiness. (CS 21)

In “Theft,” at the critical moment near the end of the story when
the protagonist fully feels the meaning of the loss of her purse, she also
experiences an altered form of consciousness, one connected with her
whole, inner being:
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In this moment she felt that she had been robbed of an
enormous number of valuable things, whether material or
intangible: things lost or broken by her own fault, things
she had forgotten and left in houses when she moved:
books borrowed from her and not returned, journeys she
had planned and had not made, words she had waited to
hear spoken to her and had not heard, and the words she
had meant to answer with; bitter alternatives and intolerable
substitutes worse than nothing, and yet inescapable: the
long patient suffering of dying friendships and the dark
inexplicable death of love—all that she had had, and all that
she had missed, were lost together, and were twice lost in
this landslide of remembered losses. (CS 64)

Several generalizations may be made about these passages. First,
they occur at crucial moments—when characters act decisively or when
the emotional impact of their situation fully hits them. Second, their
frequency suggests that the truth Porter aims to convey is often not
found in the characters’ conscious thoughts. Third, the narrators’
ability to report such states, and to report them as assuredly as external
events or conscious states, increases the narrators’ credibility and
implies that such states are at least as significant as normal
consciousness in the narrators’ quests for the complete truth. Fourth,
when these states convey characters’ unconsciousness, they are
associated with darkness and with blood. Granny Weatherall,
struggling throughout with darkness, finally shrinks to “the point of
light that was herself’ before she blows out that light and submits to the
“endless darkness” which “would curl around the light and swallow it
up” (CS 89). When Maria Concepcion sees her husband with Maria
Rosa, she is “wrapped” in a “heavy cloud” and “A dark empty feeling
had filled her” (CS 6); then in her trance before the murder, “All her
being was a dark, confused memory” (CS 13). In “That Tree” Miriam
is reported to lose herself in similar, dark trances: “her mind seemed
elsewhere, gone into some darkness of its own” (CS 73). Blood, in
contrast to mind, is also associated with this condition. In “Theft” the
protagonist mentally decides not to follow the janitress to regain her
purse (“Then let it go”), but simultaneously her body, as it were,
disagrees: “With this decision of her mind, there rose coincidentally in
her blood a deep almost murderous anger” and immediately she goes to
confront the thief (CS 63). Blood is also associated with Laura’s
subconscious nature when in her dream the Judas-tree flowers become
Eugenio’s body and blood. It figures again in the journalist’s
description of his struggle with Miriam: “and here he had been
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overtaken at last and beaten into resignation that had nothing to do with
his mind or heart. It was as if his blood stream had betrayed him” (CS
77).
The sense of narratorial authority is strengthened by Porter’s
frequent use of the habitual past tense. For example, in “Virgin
Violeta” “Carlos would slant his pale eyes at Blanca” (CS 22), and
“Papacito would say, 'What you need is a good renovating’“ (CS 25);
in “The Martyr” “Isabel used to call Ruben her little ‘Churro’ ” (CS 33,
my emphasis); and approximately the first third of “He” (CS 49-51) is
written in this mode. The effect is to enhance the narrator’s authority:
this is the way things always were, this is what people always said and
did, there is no room for doubt or debate. In “Flowering Judas”
Porter’s narrator acquires a similar power through the habitual present
tense. As the story opens we are told that Laura and Braggioni have
played the same scene every evening for a month, but we are made to
feel that experience, and to believe the narrator totally, because of the
universalizing effect of the present tense. It is not that Braggioni sat
“heaped upon the edge of a straight-backed chair” (CS 90), because
events in the past may be misremembered, may not be exactly true.
But he “sits” on the chair—the same way, forever. If it’s happening
right now before the narrator’s eyes and it always happens that way,
there can be no mistake or doubt.
The narrators’ power derives not only from the abilities I have
been describing but also from what they do not do. They rigorously
stick with the “narrative function” (Genette 255), that is, to telling the
story, and do not involve themselves with Genette’s other narratorial
functions: references to their own text (the “directing function”);
comments on the “narrating situation”; intrusions into their own
sources, memories, or feelings (the “testimonial function”); or
commentary on the action (the “ideological function”). Likewise, they
rarely use irony to call attention to the difference between themselves
and the characters. They present themselves as unblinking, unbiased
reporters, letting the characters speak and think for themselves, and
leaving interpretations to their readers.
As one would expect from the foregoing, these narrators do not call
attention to their own roles; here we have virtually no metadiscourse or
self-referential language, none of what Chatman calls “commentary on
the discourse” or “self-conscious narration” (248).4 Similarly, these
narrators seldom indulge in devices that call attention, even indirectly,
to the fictionality of the stories. There is little or no foreshadowing or
allusions, the act of writing is not a subject, nor are there texts to be
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interpreted.5 In Genette’s terms the stories have no “narration in the
second degree,” no “metadiegetic” level (228). The narrators, never
self-conscious, combine reticence and control to create an aura of
objective efficiency and unrestrained authority.
Like the narrators, the protagonists in this fictional world are
serious, strongly willed, determined to do what needs to be done,
anxious to understand the truth. Maria Concepcion must kill Maria
Rosa, the protagonist of “Theft” must try to regain her purse, Mrs.
Whipple tries her hardest to take care of He and to keep up
appearances, and the journalist, Granny Weatherall, and Laura are
determined to square themselves with their worlds. There is no light
heartedness here, no laid-back acceptance of life. These protagonists
confront life head on, not waiting for someone else or time to take care
of their needs. Moreover, they actively define their problems, which
center on their internal need to discover the truth about themselves or
about their relations with others, a need to place themselves in what
they see as the proper relationship with their world.
This serious determination of the protagonists is accentuated
because it contrasts with most of the minor characters’ attitudes. For
example, Juan, Maria Concepcion’s husband, takes life casually,
trusting his luck that someone or something will bail him out; Mr.
Whipple, faced with the same external problems as his wife, lacks her
scruples, does not define an internal problem for himself, and is much
more willing than her to compromise He’s welfare; and Laura’s selfdenying stoicism is the opposite of the self-indulgent hedonism of
Braggioni and everyone else in “Flowering Judas.”
Because of their scruples and their determination, and because their
situations are difficult, life does not come easy for the protagonists.
They find it hard to understand the truth or to accomplish their
objectives. Thus, in varying degrees they falter in their determination,
they suffer setbacks, or they achieve only partial success. Maria
Concepcion fulfills her self-imposed requirement of killing Maria Rosa
and happily regains Juan and a substitute for her lost baby, but not
without faltering (when she returns helplessly to Juan after the murder)
and not without the considerable help of Juan, Lupe, and the villagers.
Violeta, driven by curiosity as well as will, does attract Carlos’
attention and glimpses the hidden world she suspected, but its secrets
are not what she anticipated, so, overwhelmed, she retreats to childhood
in her mother’s lap. The woman in “Theft,” knowing she is right,
confronts the janitress, but must retreat when the latter denies taking the
purse. At that moment she suffers from a sense of total loss, loss of
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self, almost loss of life: “all that she had had, and all that she had
missed, were lost together” (CS 64). She regains the purse but only
after learning one of the hard lessons of Porter’s world: “I was right
not to be afraid of any thief but myself, who will end by leaving me
nothing” (CS 65). Mrs. Whipple, despite her efforts, lacks the
resources, internal and external, to keep He healthy and the family
together. Unlike her husband, she feels deeply and therefore suffers
deeply. In “Rope” the husband and wife are enmeshed in a typical
marital power struggle, in which both must assert their need for
individuality (symbolized by the rope and the coffee). Yet both also
want the marriage to succeed, even when that means giving up their
individual needs. They are left in midstream, struggling with this
endless dilemma, brought about because they are typical Porter
protagonists—strong-willed, deep-feeling—in Porter’s typical world
where obstacles usually prevail.
This struggle is more complex in the last three stories, in which
each protagonist’s internal effort to order his or her life is protracted
and finally unsuccessful. In “That Tree” the journalist tells his lengthy
story to the guest, including his successful career, his frank admission
that Miriam was right about his Mexican artist friends, and Miriam’s
request to return. However, his boast that this time he will be in charge
reveals that he is deceiving himself, that he has not matured as much as
he thinks. This disparity is revealed at the end of the story in Porter’s
uncharacteristic irony. First, the guest realizes that the journalist will
not control Miriam in the future any more than he did in the past: when
the journalist asserts that “he wasn’t going to marry her again, either”
(CS 79), the reader senses that the guest knows better when the latter
thinks, “ ‘Don’t forget to invite me to your wedding.’ ” Then, the
journalist unconsciously bares his weakness when he interrupts his
assertion of control. He intends his “important statement” to be “'I
suppose you think I don’t know what’s happening, this time.’ ” But
because he pauses and Porter includes an intervening paragraph, his
final statement reads, “ ‘I don’t know what’s happening, this time’,”
which undercuts his intention and the possible success of his re
marriage (DeMouy 78). Thus, the journalist will be unsuccessful,
because, despite his will and depth of feeling, he lacks sufficient insight
and self-knowledge.
Granny Weatherall's goal, as she struggles with her memory, her
fading perceptions, and death’s approach, is to convince herself that her
life has been whole despite her jilting. She has every reason to be
content, surrounded by her children and remembering her loving
husband, but her scruples and her unyielding perfectionism will not let
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her forget. Thus, she cannot “find” Hapsy, she runs out of time, and, at
the end, she feels jilted again, this time by God: “God, give a sign! For
the second time there was no sign. Again no bridegroom and the priest
in the house” (CS 89). She fails because she demands too much. She
has the strength Mrs. Whipple lacks and the self-knowledge the
journalist lacks, but she asks for too much, for in Porter’s world, the
past cannot be undone and God does not give signs. Even a character’s
strengths may prevent her attainment of order and happiness.
In “Flowering Judas” Laura is trapped in an impossible situation.
The more she tries to control herself, stoically to reject all feeling, the
more she isolates herself from her world. In her conscious mind, she
keeps a tenuous hold on her feelings, but in her dreams her
subconscious mind reveals the futility of her attempt. Like Granny, she
demands too much—to keep her idealism about her religion, the
revolution, and people in general, and yet to live in a corrupt world.
Like the journalist she lacks understanding of herself and her situation
and, for the time being at least, is therefore paralyzed by her dilemma.
As Porter’s determined protagonists struggle to place themselves
properly in their worlds, they exhibit remarkable powers, powers
resembling those of the narrators. One such power is their
extraordinary memories. The journalist in “That Tree” recounts in
detail the history of his relationship with Miriam; Granny Weatherall,
even as her sensory powers fade, graphically recalls all the details of
her life. This power of memory is particularly explicit in “Theft,”
which begins with the woman’s effort to recall where she had left her
purse:
She had the purse in her hand when she came in. Standing
in the middle of the floor, holding her bathrobe around her
and trailing a damp towel in one hand, she surveyed the
immediate past and remembered everything clearly. Yes,
she had opened the flap and spread it out on the bench after
she had dried the purse with her handkerchief. (CS 59)

And it turns out that she is right. In Porter’s world, characters who try
will remember. In their ability to do so, they resemble the narrators,
whose memories never falter and are never called into question. This
approximation of the characters to the narrators’ power of memory is
especially close in “That Tree” and “The Jilting of Granny Weatherall,”
where the protagonists almost supplant the narrators as they tell their
own stories.
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Another remarkable power of Porter’s characters is the power to
know what is going on around them, which also reduces the distance
between them and the narrators. This awareness includes the ability of
characters to know their own power: in “Maria Concepcion” old Lupe
knows she could incriminate Maria Concepcion and can baffle the
gendarmes, Maria Concepcion knows she can successfully demand the
baby, and the Captain knows Givens will want to rescue Juan.
Similarly, in “Theft,” the protagonist knows she can demand the purse
from the janitress; the journalist in “That Tree” knows he can insult the
newspaperman at the next table; and Laura knows she can walk the
streets with impunity.
This power extends to the knowledge of other characters’ states of
mind, a power normally reserved for narrators. Even though he does
not know her well, Givens notices Maria Concepcion’s pallor; in
“Virgin Violeta” Carlos knows Violeta is infatuated with him, and
Blanca knows what happened in the sunroom; the protagonist of
“Theft” knows that “Camilo was far different” from Eddie (CS 59); the
journalist in “That Tree” knows when Miriam is in her dark trance; and
“Laura knows [Braggioni’s] mood has changed, she will not see him
any more for a while” (CS 101). The extended use of indirect free style
in “Rope,” which ambiguously entwines the husband’s and wife’s
thoughts and dialogue, implies the absence of a distinction between
thought and spoken word, suggesting in other words that both know
each other’s thoughts as if they were spoken. One instance confirms
this suspicion: “He was getting ready to say that they could surely
manage somehow when she turned on him and said, if he told her they
could manage somehow she would certainly slap his face” (CS 43).
Characters’ knowledge of other characters is often conveyed
through the eyes. The journalist refers to the success that “you can
see...in other people’s eyes at tea and dinner parties” (CS 78).
“Braggioni catches [Laura’s] glance solidly as if he had been waiting
for it” (CS 92) and is “disconcerted]” because “she permits” his
“liberty of speech” “without a sign of modesty, indeed, without any sort
of sign” (CS 97). Violeta rightly suspects that mysteries are being
communicated by glances: “Blanca, listening, would eye her with
superior calm and say nothing” (CS 25), “With a glance [Carlos]
seemed to see all one’s faults” (CS 28), and “it terrified her to see the
way eyes could give away such cruel stories about people” (CS 30).
The almost uncanny ability of characters to know each other is also
suggested by the existence of groups of minor, unnamed characters who
act in unison. Many of the stories have such groups: the villagers and
the gendarmes in “Maria Concepcion,” Ruben’s friends in “The
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Martyr,” the comrades and the prisoners in “Flowering Judas,” and the
neighbors in “He.” What is distinctive about these chorus-like groups
is that each group thinks and even speaks as one. The comrades all
give Laura the same advice (CS 91), and the prisoners even use the
same words to complain to her (CS 94). The neighbors in “He” “talk
plainly among themselves. ‘A Lord’s pure mercy if He should die,’
they said. ‘It’s the sins of the fathers,’ they agreed among themselves”
(CS 49); and when they talk to the Whipples they have a different line:
“ ‘He’s not so bad off. He’ll be all right yet. Look how He grows!’ ”
(CS 50). Porter exaggerates their petty unanimity by using the habitual
past tense to assert that they even spoke the same words, all of them,
each time. For her part, Mrs. Whipple is not fooled by the duplicity,
and, rightfully, knows what they really think: “ ‘It’s the neighbors...Oh,
I do mortally wish they would keep out of our business’ ” (CS 51). The
unanimity within these groups suggests that knowing what other
characters think is not as difficult in Porter’s stories as it might be, and
the motif contributes to the effect that characters, more often than not,
can know the thoughts of others.
Despite the accessibility of such knowledge and despite their
similarity to the narrators, Porter’s protagonists usually fail to acquire
sufficient knowledge of other characters’ internal states, a failure which
seems all the more frustrating because success in reading others is
shown to be possible. Throughout the volume, Porter examines this
problem of the perception and misperception of others from a variety of
angles. In “Rope,” despite the husband and wife’s knowledge of each
other and their desire to develop their relationship, the distances that
separate them are daunting. In “Virgin Violeta,” Porter looks at the
issue from the point of view of the uninitiated. Violeta, still a child, a
“virgin,” but trying to enter the adult world, is haunted by the sense that
other people share secret knowledge and secret communications which
she does not. She senses—rightly, in Porter’s world—the existence of
a secret loop of unspoken interpersonal communication, and she is
tormented at being out of the loop. She speculates that her parents
“seemed to have some mysterious understanding about things” (CS 25),
and she worries that Carlos and Blanca “were purposely shutting her
out” (CS 28). Since she has her own secret life (her love of Carlos) and
since she feels constant inner turmoil—both also characteristic of
Porter’s adult protagonists—she reasons that others must also: “it was
all very confusing, because she could not understand why the things
that happen outside of people were so different from what she felt
inside of her” (CS 23). Then, after she drifts, knowingly but
unknowingly, into the rendezvous with Carlos and is overwhelmed by
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the sexual intimacy of the kiss, she is devastated because she had
misinterpreted that mysterious loop: “Something was terribly wrong”;
“I thought—a kiss—meant—meant—”; and “Oh, she had made a
hideous mistake” (CS 29). Thus, the story delineates the special
problems of an uninitiated character, very like Porter’s adults, who
speculates about and attempts to enter Porter’s characteristic society
where people do read each other and do exert their wills and, at least
the protagonists, do feel constant inner turmoil.
In “He” Porter examines the problem of understanding a person
from yet another angle. Whereas Violeta’s immaturity excludes her
from the loop, in “He” the misperceptions are sustained by a
combination of the opacity and the lack of self-expression of the person
being observed (He) and the lack of skill, commitment, and intuition of
the observer (Mrs. Whipple). Since He cannot talk and shows no signs
of complaint or suffering, it is too easy for Mrs. Whipple to assume that
all is well. When the plank hits him, “He never seemed to know it” (CS
50); in the winter “He never seemed to mind the cold” (CS 50); and
when he must take on Adna’s chores, “He seemed to get along fine”
(CS 56). So, on the one hand, He is more difficult to know than
ordinary people; but on the other hand, no one is very well suited to
discover knowledge about him. Mrs. Whipple, the only character who
is concerned enough, lacks the gritty determination of most of Porter’s
protagonists to be even partially successful. She is too willing to let an
excuse—what the neighbors will say, for example—thwart her efforts.
She is concerned enough to suffer and feel guilty, but she is helpless to
address the problem.
In “That Tree,” Porter explores the issue of interpersonal
knowledge in the lives of two characters who, especially in contrast to
characters in the other stories, have an unusual lack of mutual
understanding. From the moment Miriam arrives in Mexico, things do
not go well: she wants a middle-class American lifestyle, not the
journalist’s bohemian one; and she sees through and dislikes his artistic
friends. The problem becomes more general, becomes a genuine
inability to understand and communicate: “He could never make her
see his point of view for one moment” (CS 71) and “[Miriam] upset
most of his theories” (CS 73). When she leaves, he hardly recognizes
her: “She had been shabby and thin and wild-looking for so long he
could not remember ever having seen her any other way, yet all at once
her profile in the doorway was unrecognizable to him” (CS 11), This
total failure of mutual understanding in the past, as well as the
journalist’s lack of self-knowledge, dooms their proposed re-marriage.
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In “The Jilting of Granny Weatherall,” Porter probes the issue of
interpersonal knowledge from an extreme perspective. As Granny
fades from contact with the external world, she slips further and further
outside the loop of interpersonal relations. But she is engrossed in, for
her, a much more significant struggle for knowledge. As she tries to
justify her life, her failure to marry George, and her sexual intercourse
with George, she seeks, not understanding of other living people, but a
spiritual, ethical, and ultimate understanding of herself and her life.
Since her memories of John and her legitimate children cannot undo
that past and since nothing they do or say can help, she looks to God
for a sign and dies “jilted” again. Unlike Mrs. Whipple or the
journalist, she does exhibit the necessary determination to pursue the
quest for truth, but she has defined a problem that is beyond her ability
to solve.
Laura’s situation in respect to understanding others and herself
depicts the most complex treatment of the theme. She both knows and
doesn’t know others. She knows and respects Braggioni’s power, and
she knows how her news about Eugenio will affect him. Yet, an alien,
she does not know the effect of throwing a flower to the young suitor
from Guanajuato. More fundamentally, she has placed herself in an
untenable situation where “She is not at home in the world” (CS 97).
She is Roman Catholic, helping revolutionaries who fight against the
Church’s power. She loves luxury, such as hand-made lace, and she
fears and hates machines, yet she aids a revolution whose program for
social reform would eliminate luxuries and rely on machines. She is an
idealist, working with jaded opportunists. She is a stoic, trying to live
with passionate hedonists. She tries to repress all her emotions, to live
by denial, to invoke her “talismanic” “No” (CS 97), but she cannot stop
feeling. Her emotions not only exist but are contradictory—she walks
the streets and enters the prisons without fear and “she looks at
everything without amazement,” but she is afraid and she is amazed.
She is partially aware of the contradictions. She is aware of the
“disunion between her way of living and her feeling of what life should
be” (CS 91). She is aware that she should leave but that she cannot:
“Now she is free, and she thinks, I must run while there is time. But
she does not go” (CS 101). She is aware that her idealism may be a
sham: “ 'It may be true I am as corrupt, in another way, as Braggioni’,
she thinks in spite of herself’ (CS 93). Yet she is terribly unaware. She
“cannot say” what are her “devotion,” her “true motives,” or her
“obligations” (CS 93) to the revolution. She does not realize her own
sexuality, her thinly veiled interest in men (DeMouy 78), and she does
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not understand that she cannot repress all her emotions, which emerge
so emphatically in her dream.
In her dream her subconscious mind expresses what her conscious
philosophy of denial refuses to acknowledge. She yearns for human
contact—physical and emotional—in her insistence that Eugenio hold
her hand. She expresses her need for integration and communion with
humanity in her eager devouring of the flowers, which she felt
“satisfied both hunger and thirst,” the hunger and thirst not of her body
but of her soul. In her dream, especially in her act of eating the Judas
blossoms, she also expresses her feelings of being betrayed and of guilt
for betraying others. Although consciously she does not admit it, Laura
feels betrayed—by the revolution, by Braggioni, by the Polish and
Romanian agitators, by Eugenio for overdosing himself, and even by
Lupe (who incorrectly advised her to throw the flower). And now
Eugenio tricks her with his invitation to eat the flowers. But
subconsciously Laura knows that she is also a betrayer: she betrays
Eugenio by bringing him the drugs, the revolution by not being true to
its principles, and herself by denying her emotions, even her life. Thus,
the dream expresses Laura’s being betrayed and her betraying, her
chastity and her appetites, her isolation and her need for community,
her hopes and her fears, her life-force and her death wish.
As a narrative technique, the dream enables Porter to reveal what
depiction of Laura’s conscious thoughts, actions, or dialogue cannot.
She shows us what lies beneath the surface contradictions. Like the
passages in which Porter describes a character in a trance or a semi
conscious state, the dream is an extension of that form of narration, a
more direct and more thorough revelation of a character’s inner being,
where, in Laura’s case, as in other characters’, an essential part of the
truth resides.
Thus, in Porter’s first volume the characters who matter the most,
the protagonists, are similar to the narrators. Bothered by life, they try
to define their problems, they want to know the truth, and they want to
straighten things out. Like the narrators, they have the power to
remember accurately and, often, the power to know the thoughts of
others. Yet, in varying degrees and in varying ways, they fall short.
They may lack will-power, insight, or skill, or, even if they possess
those qualities, they may lose them temporarily and therefore falter.
They may only partially understand themselves. They may define a
problem or face difficulties that are simply beyond their control. On
the other hand, the narrators, who transcend the harsh fictional reality,
are given the authority and determination to succeed. In addition to
their powers of knowing characters’ inmost states, these narrators
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appear to be in unison with Porter’s implied values. The stories value
determination, self-knowledge, perseverance, honesty, and directness—
all qualities that the protagonists strive for and the narrators already
possess.
NOTES
1See DeMouy, Johnson, Liberman, Unrue, Welty, and West.

2 The additional story, “Magic,” is narrated in the first person
by the hairdresser and thus embodies a substantially different
narrative form than the other nine stories.
3I have used these texts of Porter’s work:
CE The Collected Essays and Occasional Writings of
Katherine Ann Porter (New York: Delacorte Press, 1970).
CS The Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1870).

4 There are two minor examples in “The Martyr”: “and that is
the end of them as far as we are concerned” (CS 34), where the
“we” refers to the narrator and the reader; and “to say it as gently
as possible, died” (CS 37), where the narrator calls attention to her
act of narration.
5“The Martyr” again provides an exception, when Ruben’s
death and final words are interpreted and commemorated (CS 3738).
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